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Abstract

While current manufacturing systems are built to avoid
uncertainty, the increase of setup reconfiguration fre-
quency and ever higher numbers of variants produced
on the same systems motivate the exploration of new ap-
proaches to manufacturing and manufacturing control. In
this paper we discuss the application of plan based con-
trollers and transformational planning in manufacturing.
Autonomous control techniques are used to create flexi-
ble, robust and adaptive behaviour in the artificial intel-
ligence community for about 20 years. In order to show
the applicability and adequacy of plan based control in
manufacturing, we examplify the approach in a Flexible
Manufacturing System (FMS). The experiments show that
significant performance boosts are possible through trans-
formational planning.

1. Introduction

Manufacturing is evolving towards individualized pro-
duction processes where Flexible Manufacturing Systems
(FMS) set up themselves for the individual production
tasks and might even reconfigure themselves to perform
the tasks efficiently. However, dealing automatically with
a large variety of production tasks will come at a price.
Because process plans can not be completely specified in
advance and the hardware setup will have to be modified
on the fly, the process control systems can not reach the
high degree of reliability that mass production systems
reach. As a consequence these future manufacturing sys-
tems must be capable of detecting failures during an ex-
ecution, diagnose them, recover from them locally when
possible and change process plans on the fly to avoid fail-
ures and exploit opportunities.

Autonomous robot control has been facing these kinds
of problems for more than thirty years and there has been
a wealth of tools developed in this field that aim at reli-
able and efficient task execution when facing uncertainties
and execution failures. To this end, service robots flex-

ibly interleave their tasks, exploit opportunities, quickly
plan their courses of action, and, if necessary, revise their
intended activities. The robots’ controllers execute plan-
based control, that is, they explicitly manage the robots’
beliefs and current goals and revise their action plans ac-
cordingly.

In recent years, autonomous robots, including
XAVIER [21], MARTHA [1], RHINO [4], MIN-
ERVA [2], and REMOTE AGENT [15], have shown im-
pressive performance in longterm demonstrations. In
NASA’s Deep Space program, for example, an au-
tonomous spacecraft controller, called the Remote Agent,
has autonomously performed a scientific experiment in
space. At Carnegie Mellon University XAVIER, another
autonomous mobile robot, has navigated through an office
environment for more than a year, allowing people to is-
sue navigation commands and monitor their execution via
the Internet. MINERVA [24] acted for thirteen days as a
museum tourguide in the Smithsonian Museum, and led
several thousand people through an exhibition.

These autonomous robots have in common that they
perform plan-based control in order to achieve better prob-
lem solving competence. In the plan-based approach
robots generate control actions by maintaining and exe-
cuting a plan that is effective and has a high expected
utility with respect to the robots’ current goals and be-
liefs. Plans are robot control programs that a robot can not
only execute but also reason about and manipulate [11].
Thus a plan-based controller is able to manage and adapt
the robot’s intended course of action – the plan – while
executing it and can thereby better achieve complex and
changing tasks. The plans used for autonomous robot con-
trol are often reactive plans, that is they specify how the
robots are to respond in terms of low-level control actions
to continually arriving sensory data in order to accomplish
their objectives. The use of plans, as depicted in Figure 1,
enables these robots to flexibly interleave complex and in-
teracting tasks, exploit opportunities, quickly plan their
courses of action, and, if necessary, revise their intended
activities.

In this paper, we propose to apply the plan-based con-



trol techniques developed in the autonomous robotic do-
main to the control of next generation manufacturing sys-
tems.

To the best of our knowledge, there are no comparable
systems to ours as a whole. However, there are frame-
works which hold up with sub-components of our system.
In the plan representation domain, the XFRM [12] rep-
resents an implicit design practice as opposed to our ex-
plicit approach implemented by RPL (section 5). PRS [7],
TDL [20] and Architecture for Autonomy [1] focus on the
design and implementation of plan execution languages
that incorporate failure monitoring and recovery as well as
concurrent execution. Williams et al. [25] developed the
Reactive Model-based Programming Language (RMPL)
to represent reactive plans, however the plans are not ex-
plicit and transparent. One of the best-known reactive
planning languages is RAP [5] which is very robust and
can also monitor the desired and actual outcome of the
given plan. Classical (non-reactive) planning, represented
by PDDL [13] for instance, can account for the uncer-
tainty in planning, however, it lacks the necessary control
structures, failure monitoring, and parameter representa-
tions. The adequate related work to TRANER (section 6)
encompasses Hacker [23, 22] which also, like TRANER,
aims at learning plan libraries by debugging the flaws of
default plans. Its downside is that it only works in the
idealized block-world domain. Further transformational
planners are CHEF [6] and Gordious [19] which mainly
differ from TRANER in that they only reason about plans
that are sequential as oppose to the concurrent ones. Ad-
ditionally, they try to produce the correct plans while
TRANER adapts plans to specific environments and cor-
rects failures during execution.

We will start by detailing the principles of plan-based
control, comparing classical planning to hierarchical
planning. We then describe our testbed system - Cogni-
tive Factory - by giving an overview over its hardware and
simulation setup as well as the autonomous robot we in-
troduced to the factory in the simulated environment. In
section 5 we give an overview of the language features of
RPL, addressing the issues of manufacturing and assem-
bly planning. In sections 6 and 7 respectively, a descrip-
tion of our recent additions to the RPL language is given
- namely a Transformational Planner (TRANER) and a
Robot Learning Language (RoLL). A section on empir-
ical results follows, showing how plan transformation im-
proves the plan performance on a distinct example. We
then conclude the paper with a discussion of future re-
search directions.

2. Principles of Plan-based Control

The building blocks of plan-based control are the rep-
resentation of plans, the execution of plans, various forms
of automatic learning, and reasoning about plans, includ-
ing plan generation and transformation, and teleological,
causal, and temporal reasoning. Before we dive deeper

into the concept of plan-based control, let us first get an
intuition how the classical AI planning techniques work.
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Figure 1. Block diagram of our dynamic system model
for plan-based control.

2.1. Classical Planning
Most of these techniques are based on the problem-

space hypothesis [16]: they assume that problems can be
adequately stated using a state space and a set of discrete
and atomic actions that transform current states to succes-
sor states. A solution is an action sequence that transforms
a situation described by a given initial state into another
state that satisfies the given goal. Planning usually pro-
ceeds by finding operations that have the desired effects,
and by making the preconditions of these into subgoals.
Plan generation is the key inferential task in this problem-
solving paradigm.

The representational means are therefore primarily de-
signed to simplify plan generation. Problem-space plans
are typically used in layered architectures [3], which run
planning and execution at different levels of abstraction
and time scales. The models in these approaches are too
abstract for predicting all consequences of the decisions
made during planning. The planning processes on the
other side can not exploit the control structures provided
by the lower layer. Therefore they lack appropriate means
for specifying flexible and reliable behaviour and plans
can only provide guidelines for task achievement.

2.2. SRCs and Hierarchical Planning
Structured Reactive Controllers (SRCs) are collections

of concurrent control routines that specify routine activ-
ities and can adapt themselves to non-standard situations
by means of planning.

In contrast to classical planning, where actions are as-
sembled in order to attain goals, hierarchical planning is
about reducing high-level tasks down to primitive tasks.
The goal is usually specified as a high-level task to be per-
formed rather than as a set of conditions that are to be at-
tained. During planning, the high-level tasks are expanded
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to networks of the lower level tasks that accomplish the
high-level task. The methods describing these expansions
are called ”goal routines” in our system. They map the
high-level task to a number of sequential or parallel, par-
tially ordered set of the tasks, until the plan consists only
of the primitive tasks that can be directly interpreted and
control the actions of the hardware or the simulation setup.
This whole workflow is depicted in Figure 4.

Plans in plan-based control have two roles. They are
both executable prescriptions that can be interpreted by
the system to accomplish its jobs and syntactic objects
that can be synthesized and revised by the planner to meet
the aspired criterion of utility. Contrary to the problem-
space oriented planning approaches, the plan-based ap-
proach distinguishes between three different types of in-
ference tasks: the inference tasks that enable the compe-
tent execution of given plans, the ones that allow for learn-
ing plans and other aspects of plan-based control, and the
reasoning tasks. The latter comprise the generation and
assessment of alternative plans, monitoring of the execu-
tion of a plan, and failure recovery.

The inference tasks are all performed on a common
data structure: the plan. Consequently, the key design is-
sues of plan-based control techniques are representational
and inferential adequacy and inferential and acquisitional
efficiency as key criteria for designing domain knowl-
edge representations [18]. Transferring these notions to
plan-based control, we consider the representational ade-
quacy of plan representations to be their ability to spec-
ify the necessary control patterns and the intentions of the
controlled system. The inferential adequacy is the abil-
ity to infer information necessary for dynamically man-
aging, adjusting, and adapting the intended plan during
its execution. Inferential efficiency is concerned with the
time resources that are required for plan management. Fi-
nally, acquisitional efficiency is the degree to which it sup-
ports the acquisition of new plan schemata and planning
knowledge. To perform the necessary reasoning tasks the
plan management mechanisms must be equipped with in-
ference techniques to infer the purpose of subplans, find
subplans with a particular purpose, automatically gener-
ate a plan that can achieve some goal, determine flaws
in the behavior that are caused by subplans, and estimate
how good the behavior caused by a subplan is with re-
spect to the overall system’s utility model. Pollack and
Horty [17] point out that maintaining an appropriate and
working plan requires the system to perform various kinds
of plan management operations including plan generation,
plan elaboration, commitment management, environment
monitoring, model- and diagnosis based plan repair, and
plan failure prediction.

3. Hardware and simulation environment

We are working on the FMS (Festo iCIM 3000) in-
stalled by Festo Didactic as displayed in Figure 2. It com-
prises of three stations interconnected by a conveyor trans-

Figure 2. Hardware Setup with conveyor(1), storage(2),
assembly(3) and mill and turn filler (4) (machines not
shown)

port system equipped with a changeable number of pal-
let carriers. The transport can only move pallets, which
in turn are configured specifically for carrying different
product parts. The stations are an automatic storage, a
milling and turning station and an assembly station. Each
station has a stopper position on the transport system. The
mill-and-turn station is equipped with a robot arm act-
ing as a loader mounted on a linear drive (7th axis) while
the assembly station uses a fixed robot. Both, the assem-
bly and the mill-and-turn stations are equipped with pallet
buffers and feeders. The storage has a capacity of 40 pallet
carriers.

The Gazebo-based simulation [9] we use for plan eval-
uation is set up to mimic the main features of the earlier
mentioned real FMS by Festo. We implement the simula-
tion in house since we were expecting difficulties reaching
the required functionality with a commercially available
simulation software. The problematic issues we identi-
fied were the faster than realtime performance, the not
trivial integration of our B21 autonomous robot and the
limited extensibility of new sensors, machines and such.
The milling and the turning of parts is not simulated phys-
ically, since machining is currently out of our research
scope. Gazebo is a part of the Open Source project Play-
er/Stage/Gazebo and represents the 3D simulation part of
the package. The physical simulation is based on ODE
(Open Dynamics Engine) and the visualisation is based
on OpenGL (respectively the OGRE3D engine in the lat-
est Gazebo version). Player provides the package with all
the needed communication and hardware abstraction ca-
pabilities. Its data exchange is based on the TCP/IP proto-
col and is used to implement the so-called drivers, which
serve as abstract interfaces to the hardware devices and
their respective simulation models. By implementing a
driver with the same interface to the control code (in our
case the RPL language) for both, the simulation and the
real hardware, it is possible to switch between them with-
out changing the high level control code. We currently use
a self programmed inverse kinematic model implemented
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as the player driver for simulation.

4. Integration of our autonomous robotic as-
sistant

Figure 3. B21 robotic assistant filling a part feeder

We integrated an autonomous robotic assistant into the
scenario (See Figure 3, blue robot). It models the real B21
robot equipped with powercube arms that we currently use
in other projects. Apart from being very flexible as the as-
sistant, it also serves as a mockup for a cooperating human
in the simulation scenario. The robot is able to navigate
in the factory environment, fill feeders with parts picked
up from other locations and pick up and place parts on the
pallets at a conveyor belt stopper. The robot is equipped
with cameras and a laser scanner mounted on one of its
arm, so that it can generate 3d point clouds of the envi-
ronment by pivoting the scanner during operation. While
we currently use the point clouds for navigation only, it is
planned to use rich sensors like the 3d laser scanner for
state estimation of the whole factory - such as recognizing
when a carrier is stuck on the conveyor belt. We plan to us
the 3d scanner to scan machined and assembled parts for
quality assurance as a next step.

5. The Reactive Plan Language

The Reactive Plan Language (RPL) was designed by
Drew McDermott [10] to allow for the creation of reac-
tive plans for robotic agents. Since it is implemented as
a macro extension of LISP, RPL plans look very similar
to LISP code, and LISP constructs can be used within the
plans. RPL itself is a strictly procedural language, unlike
LISP. Through the extensions done by our chair, the dy-
namic typing of LISP is fully supported in RPL. Memory
management with garbage collection is done by the LISP
interpreter. The basic control concept of RPL mimics the
task scheduling loop of operating systems. Parallel tasks
are handled so that every active task gets a chance to run.
The hierarchy of the active tasks that RPL maintains can
be accessed from within the plans. Tasks can observe the

execution state of other tasks and can inspect their local
variable bindings. One task could for example explicitly
wait for another one to start or finish. Another key feature
of RPL is the modelling of failures and success. Their han-
dling is implicit in many control structures, such as ’par’,
’try-all’ or ’pursue’, which all allow parallel execution of
multiple tasks with different treatment of failures.

5.1. Synchronisation
In manufacturing and assembly scenarios, different

tasks often need to allocate the same resources, such as
a specific robot, transport pallet or buffer space. The
resources are therefore modelled with so-called ’valves’
which work in a similar manner as mutexes in other pro-
gramming languages. With ’multi-valves’ we added an
option for arbitrary access to multiple resources at the
same time. A whole set of resources can be requested at
once, avoiding deadlock situations where resource depen-
dencies of different tasks intersect. Anonymous requests
are an additional advantage, allowing the tasks to request
for example a given number of storage places without
preference for specific ones but only for a specific content
(like 2 × ’empty’ places plus 2 × ’part no. 101’).

5.2. Plan exchange during runtime
RPL based manufacturing plans are exchangeable dur-

ing runtime. This is an important precondition since we
want to optimize the plans online and exchange them
whenever we come up with a better one. We avoid to
reset the whole factory when a better plan becomes avail-
able, but rather exchange the plans while the production
continues. Exchanging plans comes down to just shut-
ting down the current plan and starting the new version.
The process of shutting down a task during its execution is
called ’evaporation’ in RPL. The new plan directly starts
to accomplish the given goals from the current state of
the system and produced parts. It allocates resources and
materials from where they are at the moment, using the
integrated belief system with information on the location
and availability of parts. It does not matter whether a cer-
tain part is at the automatic storage, on the conveyor or al-
ready in the buffer of the assembly station, since the plan
arbitration modules just pick up the right routines to han-
dle any given state. The hierarchical structure of the plans
takes care of the peculiarities since all the plans are formu-
lated in an ”achieve goal X” manner. If goal X is already
achieved, the respective task terminates, if not, it will take
the steps necessary to accomplish its goal. For example, if
a requested product is already in the storage and free for
allocation by a top level order, the task is done. If not, the
plan will check whether an unallocated part is available at
the transport or in the buffers. Should no part be found,
the systems searches for the preliminary parts in order to
carry out their assembly, or even starts the production of
the preliminaries and then uses these to build the product.

If a certain task is not modelled in all its detail and
therefore an unmodelled system state would occur during
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the suspension of a plan, the execution of the subtasks can
be protected from evaporation using a scheme similar to a
critical section called ”evap-protect” in RPL. An example
of this technique is the filling of bolts into the bolt carrier.
Assume that we do not maintain different part ids for each
possible state of the bolt carrier (empty, filled with one ..
four bolts), but only ids for the empty and the completely
filled bolt carrier. The processes of filling the carrier or
removing the bolts during assembly would then need to
be protected from evaporation. If the plan gets evapo-
rated, the machine continues to fill the carrier and leaves
a defined state after finishing. A problem connected to
the plan evaporation is the configuration of low level con-
trollers and hardware. After a task was evaporated, we
often have to reconfigure the machine controllers in order
to remove all traces of the process that was running before.
It often makes sense to “evaporation-protect” a lot of the
routines and to model the process in a way that assures
that consistent states are reached often instead of trying to
recover from the complex left-over states during the evap-
oration. Similarly, it is often advisable to wait with the
start of the new plan until the previous plan’s evaporation
protections are done and the system is in a defined state.
A possible problem occurring when one does not wait for
the evaporation protection is the request of an additional
part to be produced, since its predecessors are not repre-
sented in the belief state anymore (or are even consumed
already), but the produced part is not yet registered in it
either. We are currently working on an improved solu-
tion that would then only freeze the top level orders that
where responsible for the currently still running evapora-
tion protected activity, allowing all other orders to proceed
without delay after a plan exchange.

5.3. Fluents
The belief state is maintained by so-called fluents. Dif-

fering from normal variables, fluents have a built-in ob-
server feature and can be combined to a fluent network.
With constructs such as (wait-for fluent), a plan can wait
for a fluent to become true, the statement (whenever fluent
body) will execute ’body’ whenever the fluent becomes
true, in an endless loop. The composition of the fluent
networks is achieved by combining fluents with a func-
tion or operator such as (or fluent-a fluent-b) or (>fluent-a
fluent-b). The resulting fluents’ values are re-calculated
when one of the underlying fluents changes. All operators
and most basic functions are defined for fluents of basic
data types.

5.4. Designators
Designators are used whenever an object in the real

world is referenced by the plan. It is often unpractical or
even impossible to address all objects with unique iden-
tifiers such as part numbers. In scenarios with numerous
similar or identical items, like boxes of screws, we prefer
to point out the objects that should be used by the plan by
the description of their properties. The following code il-

lustrates this:
(some entity
dum (type screw) (status unused) (diameter 5mm)).
The designator concept does just this. After one of the
similar items has been picked, the plan instantiates the
designator, adding more information like the coordinates
of the specific screw to the description. The object is
added as a reference to the symbolical designator descrip-
tion.

Designators can also be used for parameters. Instead
of pre-programming default values, the parameters to be
set are described by functional aspects and instantiated at
the execution time.

By providing a declarative structure of what conditions
the objects and parameters must fulfill, the system is able
to justify its choice in terms of abstract concepts like ”I
needed a screw with diameter 5mm”.
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low level hardware controllers

6. TRANER

The paradigm of transformational planning assumes a
(potentially suboptimal) plan is already available and op-
timizes it by revisions directly altering the structure of the
plan. The promising idea here is to have a set of trans-
formations reflecting the knowledge on how to optimize
plans that are to be employed on a wide variety of different
plans. We discriminate between ”programming knowl-
edge” that is useful independent of the domain, and do-
main specific knowledge that might be applicable only to
the plans of a specific field. Just as the real programmer
might start resolving the problem directly and then later
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Figure 5. Plans are improved in a cycle of transforma-
tion, execution and critic

optimizes the solution, so does the transformational plan-
ner. Analogous to the real programmer, optimizations that
were applied to programs in the past, shall be remembered
and reused in the future. Regarding the domain specific
knowledge, we aim at reaching a long-time learning. We
expect that the analysis of the previous transformations
and the execution of the resulting plans for other products
that were made on the same machines in the past will al-
low to optimize future processes.

The elimination of superfluous storage operations is a
good example of the domain specific plan transformation.
Instead of bringing a processed part back to the storage
before delivering it to the assembly station, the part can be
transported directly from one station to the other without
being stored intermediately.

It is convenient not to develop the process in such a de-
tail manually, but leave this optimization to the transfor-
mational planner after the system has learned its utility.

The overall system comprises of a closed loop of plan
transformations and performance criticism as depicted in
the Figure 5. We currently use the simulation environment
as a model for the evaluation of newly created plan vari-
ants. We currently set up the simulation to mimic the real
system closely while our future research will explore pos-
sibilities to learn execution models that can be used for
optimizations without manual modelling.

Transformation rules in TRANER [14] consist of a rea-
soning component and a rule body describing the syntactic
operations on the plan. The reasoning part defines what
kind of plans the rule is applicable to, and can consider
conditions on the execution traces of previous executions
of the input plan. An example is the observation of re-
peated rolling-in and rolling-out of parts into and from the
automatic storage during the last executions. These kinds
of conditions help to reduce the branching factor of the
tree of automatically generated plans since not all trans-
formation rules will be applied on all plans, but only the
once that promise to fix a problem or exploit an opportu-
nity. During the matching of the input plan to the input
scheme, the plan structures are bound to variables of the
transformation rule by pattern matching. Having checked
the applicability of the transformation rule, the planner
substitutes parts of the plan and changes its structure as
described in the transformation rule. The new plan is then
checked in simulation, tested and - after showing higher
performance on the real system - set to be the default plan
from that on.

7. RoLL

The Robot Learning Language (RoLL)[8] and its inte-
gration in RPL adds learning functionality to our plans.
RoLL is built upon experience classes, learning problem
classes and learning systems.

The experiences are directly linked to a formulation of
hierarchical hybrid automata. These automata reflect the
system states, their hierarchy and the transitions between
them which are crucial about the learning problem while
hiding superfluous complexity. By utilising them, we are
able to define which data should be recorded in what man-
ner and when. An example is the learning of parameters
for the storage robot controller. The corresponding hybrid
automaton models the states where the storage rolls a part
in or out, and the data is recorded only when the system is
in these states. We then collect data on the distance trav-
elled, the time elapsed and so on. We can also define ab-
stractions of the data, such as calculating the speed from
the distance and the time, which will then be stored and
made accessible to the learning system by ROLL.

The learning problem classes define how exactly the
learned data should affect the execution. We have to
define which learned parameter is going to affect which
function. Whenever we learn a model of a routine instead
of a single parameter, such as a time prediction, we have
to define that too.

The definition of the learning system simply signals
ROLL which kind of learning algorithm to use. RoLL
currently supports decision tree learning with WEKA [26]
and neural network learning with SNNS [28].

The main advantage of RoLL is in how easy it becomes
to learn within the plan. Without bothering all the techni-
cal details, we can simply add learning within a few lines
of code. The learning takes place during execution, and
if we want so, we can directly use the results in the next
program loop.

8. Empirical results
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Figure 6. Activities during production of six mazes. Ini-
tial process (top) vs. Process after transformation (bot-
tom). (1 grid division = 50 s).

We chose the assembly process of the play maze as
developed on the real FMS system to exemplify our
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approach, as defined for the CoTeSys1 project Cog-
MaSh [27] we are part of. The process consists of two
main activities, preparation of a bolt carrier by filling it
with 4 bolts at the so called ”mill-and-turn station” and
the final assembly of the base plate from storage with a
cover from the ”assembly station” feeder using the bolts
picked from the bolt carrier. The bolt carriers are used
since the space at the assembly station was insufficient for
adding another feeder feeding the bolts directly. They are
simple plate-like parts with 4 holes to carry bolts in.

The two subprocesses are implemented independently.
The assembly station always waits until a filled bolt carrier
is available. The filling of the carriers is run as a mainte-
nance process, always filling all the available empty carri-
ers regardless of the current order situation for play mazes.
The initial plan is arranged to wait for a filled bolt carrier
to show up in the storage. It will however already allocate
the needed two pallet buffers at assembly station and bring
the base plate there although the bolt carrier might not yet
be available.

As explained in the TRANER section, a transforma-
tion was employed to reduce superfluous storage opera-
tions. The transformation considers all places of the plan
in which a part is brought back to the storage as well as all
the places where the task waits for a part to show up in the
storage. An additional data structure is introduced serving
as a black board for the exchange of parts between differ-
ent tasks. The code is changed in a way that it announces
all the parts currently on the way back to storage on the
black board. The waiting tasks are changed so that they
check the storage and the black board parallely to come
up with the part they are waiting for. If the part that was
originally sent back to the storage is allocated by the wait-
ing task before reaching the storage, the superfluous plan
steps are eliminated and the part is sent directly to the final
destination without being driven to the storage inbetween.

For evaluation, we arranged the experiments simulat-
ing the production of two and six play mazes respectively.
Base plates and bolt carriers were located in the automatic
storage at the start of the simulations. One of the bolt car-
riers was provided filled, so the first part could be instantly
assembled while the following processes had to wait for
newly filled bolt carriers. While the top level order fin-
ishes after all maze production tasks are done, the system
continues to fill empty bolt carriers in preparation of fu-
ture orders (see Figure 6).

The results from the experiments show (Table 1) a
speedup of about 14% after the plan transformation.
Videos of the experiment in simulation as well as the pro-
cess on the real factory can be found at our website:
http://www9.cs.tum.edu/projects/cogmash/.

1The research reported in this paper is partly supported by the
cluster of excellence COTESYS (Cognition for Technical Systems),
www.cotesys.org.

Experiment Time (s) Average (s) Speedup

Two parts
347.05
337.42
369.35 351.27

Two parts, optimized
298.76
302.21
308.85 303.27 13.7 %

Six parts

808.75
814.97
835.46
811.69 817.72

Six parts, optimized

705.13
689.04
714.04
682.09 697.58 14.7%

Table 1. Comparision of original and optimized pro-
cesses for the production of two and six play mazes
measured in simulation time.

9. Conclusions and Future work

We showed the possibility and convenience of sim-
ulating factory automation hardware physically in the
Gazebo simulator. The simulation can be shared with
other projects given its open source character. It serves
as an essential tool for the development of processes and
the underlying language RPL. In order to push the com-
plexity of processes in simulation, we have, in addition
to the above presented play maze, developed an abstract
product consisting of Tetris-block like components which
can be assembled in arbitrary configurations and changed
by removal of subblocks in a simulated machining op-
eration. We are currently developing the corresponding
planning system that will be able to plan and execute
machining and assembly for any arbitrary product fitting
into Tetris scenario, taking into consideration the available
materials as well as the capabilities of the machines and
robots. The most important accomplishment presented in
this paper is the transfer of the RPL-written SRCs from
autonomous robotics scenarios towards the manufactur-
ing domain. The paradigm of LISP as a programmable
programming language as often claimed by LISP enthusi-
asts is to first develop a language within LISP that is best
to represent the problem domain before starting to solve
the problems itself. Accordingly, RPL as a language was
developed to represent planning problems and their solu-
tions in domains of high uncertainty and inherent error-
proneness.

Since the applicability of RPL has been shown only in
simulation, we are currently developing bindings to our
hardware systems and plan to drive the hardware FMS via
RPL in a few weeks. In the event of fabrication, the next
step will be the implementation of a new production pro-
cess for a miniature robotic arms which will have config-
urable degrees of freedom, orientation of axes and dimen-
sions of links. The process will then also include joint
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human-robot actions for tasks like the wiring of servos.
We believe that the Transformational Planning and

the Robot Learning Language can be important tools to
achieve long and short-term learning and optimization of
process plans.

In order to push the system towards cognitive capabil-
ities, we are currently integrating a knowledge data-base.
We want to allow the system to reason about the right
course of actions, taking the machine capabilities, the re-
sources and past experience into consideration. The pro-
cesses will be shifted from an imperative to a declarative
programming style, step by step towards the autonomous
planning of machining and assembly of processes for the
new product variants solely based on a CAD-like descrip-
tion of the product. When a machining tool breaks, the
system shall e.g. find another machine, perhaps of a dif-
ferent type or model, that is able to cut the same features
out of the base material. When assembly robots are avail-
able, the process shall re-route part of the assembly to the
unoccupied robots and thus, together with very flexible
fixtures and grippers, the overall performace will be en-
hanced.

The system we envision will be able to expand its abil-
ities autonomously, while at the same time the processes
will be decoupled from the machine setup. The setup spe-
cific optimization will then be done by the manufacturing
system. As a result, we will observe a profound simpli-
fication of production process development and mainte-
nance.
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